
Business Litigation 

Our objective is to protect our clients’ business interests before and during a Business Dispute. We 
specialize in all aspects of the litigation process by pursuing your legal claim and obtaining monetary 
compensation for damages. We also defend clients from other parties’ legal claims. 

“Business Litigation” deals with Disputes arising from:   

 Breach of Contract from Investment Deals, Construction Agreements (of Contractor and 

Homeowner), Mortgage Agreements, Retail Agreements (of Supplier and Vendor), 
Employment Contract, National and International Business Contracts, and Business to 
Business Contracts. Examples include: 

a. Monetary loss or damages caused from the Sale of Goods (late delivery or delivery of 
defective product). 

b. Monetary loss or damages from Sale of Land for purchaser or vendor. 
c. Monetary loss or damages from the Construction of property 
d. Monetary loss for breach of Partnership agreement. 
e. Monetary loss or damages caused from negligence (Construction of commercial 

properties) 
f. Monetary loss or damage from unpaid Debts. 
g. Monetary loss or damage from Copyright, Trademark, and Patent Infringement.    

 Corporation Disputes: 
o If you are a:  

 Shareholder of a Corporation, or, 

 Director of a Corporation, or, 
 Creditor where the corporation owes a debt obligation such as unpaid invoices, 

or, 
 Partner in a corporation; 

AND… The corporation or its directors or other shareholders of the corporation 
have acted in a manner that is Oppressive to your business interests, such that there was 
damage or loss of income onto you, there are Options at your disposal to remedy 
the damages and obtain Monetary Compensation. Reza Barari Barrister & 
Solicitor resolves these disputes by settlement or litigation.  

 

What We Do for Litigants:  

1. Settlement Offer. We   resolve business disputes through negotiation with other parties’ legal 
representative. This saves legal costs and time for all parties involved. This process includes 
making a legal determination of where a client’s case stands and then pursuing a settlement. 
Genuine attempts to settle litigation matters are viewed positively in the eyes of the court and 
will bode well for the winning party if it is shown that he/she tried to resolve the matter early 
on with a fair settlement offer. 



2. Litigate. We prepare court documents, obtain evidence, conduct oral examinations of all 
witnesses and experts, and conduct trial in the presence of a Judge. 

3. Injunctions. This is a great tool that may be obtained before and during the litigation process 
to ensure there is limited damage or monetary loss to your business interests or company. An 
injunction is essentially a court order that prohibits a party named in the litigation process 
from performing a specific act or directs named parties to perform a specific act. Remember 
that the litigation process may take years to resolve and it may be that without an injunction 
your business interests are adversely affected. An Injunction may be used for different 
purposes: 

a. to prevent the defendant from continuing to compete with your company in 
contravention of a previously signed agreement, or, 

b. prevent the defendant from the sale of certain goods that may not necessarily 
belong to them, or, 

c. require the defendant to perform a certain act until the end of trial, such as 
continuation of sale of goods to your company. Just think of the potential damage 
caused to your business if an intermediary supplier of goods refuses to sell you its 
goods in contravention of the agreement between your companies simply because 
of a litigation dispute between your companies. 

d. ‘freeze’ of a defendant’s assets to prevent the defendant from escaping from 
potential judgement by disposing of, hiding or, removing its assets to a different 
country. 

e. A civil search warrant used to seize and preserve evidence, documents, 
information, or other physical and proprietary items from the Defendant that is 
important to the Plaintiff’s claim. This weapon of surprise is sought before trial 
takes place and where there is a strong likelihood that the Defendant would destroy 
this evidence once notified of the proceedings. 

 

Contract Law: 

Due to our experience in business dispute we are well aware of the legal obligations of businesses and 
pitfalls in contractual agreements. Our clients accordingly tend to ask us to draft agreements to 
minimize their business risk. We can draft the following for your company: 

1. Contracts between Shareholders (Shareholder Agreement). 
2. Agreements between Businesses (Commercial agreements) ranging from retail to industrial 

businesses. 
3. Employment Contracts.  

 

Corporate Law:  

1. Registration of companies, partnerships, subsidiaries, branches, representative offices and 

company names, and Dissolution of Businesses.   



2. Maintenance of Minute Books.  

3. Informing clients of different kinds of partnerships. 

4. Preparing the necessary organizational and administrative documents for a company or a 

partnership.    

5. Registration of Medicine Professional Corporation (``MPC``): Medical professionals tend to 

incorporate their medical practice, known as ̀ `medicine professional corporation,`` due to the 

tax benefits of maximizing investment capital and paying off debts, income splitting with 

immediate family members, and accessing and multiplying the lifetime capital gains exemption. 

Wills & Estates  

It goes without saying that talking about your own death is difficult, especially that of a loved one. 
Prudent estate planning and preparation, however, will put your mind at ease that if or once the 
unthinkable occurs you prepared for the day. This includes:   

1. Preparation of your last Will and Testament.  
2. Preparation of Powers of Attorney in place of Property.  
3. Preparation of Powers of Attorney in place of your Personal Care.      
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